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PROMOTION AND TENURE COMMITTEE 

REQUESTED EDITS TO THE FACULTY HANDBOOK 
 

 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 
 
The English Department requests that we amend the language of the Faculty Handbook to update the 
department’s hiring criteria. 
 
For the purposes of tenure and promotion, the Master of Fine Arts degree should be considered the 
terminal degree for Creative Writing faculty in the Department of English. 
 
Rationale:  While current language indicates the Ph.D. is the terminal degree, this change brings us in 
line with standard practice among the majority of our peer and aspirant institutions and conforms with 
the recommendation of the Association of Writers and Writing Programs (AWP), the body that sets the 
standards for professionals in Creative Writing programs.  Their recommendation reads as follows: “If. . 
.a terminal degree is required, it is recommended that the Master of Fine Arts be considered the 
appropriate credential for the teacher of creative writing.”  
(https://www.awpwriter.org/guide/directors_handbook_guidelines_for_creative_writing_programs_and_
teachers_of_creative_writing)    
 
PROPOSED CHANGE #1 
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
Chapter IV, Section B.2, p. 6 
 
At minimum, candidates for original full-time appointment in the College of Liberal Arts and the School 
of Nursing (except in exceptional circumstances) must be candidates for an earned doctorate with 
substantial progress toward completion of the degree. Candidates who have not completed the 
requirements for a doctoral degree at the time of appointment shall be hired at the instructor level. 
 
PROPOSED CHANGE: Add underlined language and move the parenthetical language to the end of the 
first sentence. 
 
At minimum, candidates for original full-time appointment in the College of Liberal Arts and the School 
of Nursing must be candidates for an earned doctorate with substantial progress toward completion of 
the degree (except as specified in Chapter IV. C. 1.c. under Completion of Professional Education and 
Training and in exceptional circumstances). Candidates where a doctorate is required who have not 
completed the requirements for a doctoral degree at the time of appointment shall be hired at the 
instructor level. 
 
 

https://www.awpwriter.org/guide/directors_handbook_guidelines_for_creative_writing_programs_and_teachers_of_creative_writing
https://www.awpwriter.org/guide/directors_handbook_guidelines_for_creative_writing_programs_and_teachers_of_creative_writing


PROPOSED CHANGE #2 
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
Chapter IV, Section C.1.c, p. 14  
 
Completion of Professional Education and Training 
 
Candidates must furnish proof that all degree requirements have been completed before the deadline 
date for presenting files for tenure. To be eligible for tenure, faculty members in the College of Liberal 
Arts or School of Nursing must have the earned doctorate in the appropriate discipline except in rare 
circumstances where substantial evidence of equivalent professional ability and experience is clearly 
demonstrable. Faculty members in the professional schools of Art, Theatre Arts, and Music and library 
faculty must have completed the appropriate terminal degree and/or whatever special preparation is 
normally specified as necessary by the profession. 
 
PROPOSED CHANGE: Add underlined language. 
 
Candidates must furnish proof that all degree requirements have been completed before the deadline 
date for presenting files for tenure. To be eligible for tenure, faculty members in the College of Liberal 
Arts or School of Nursing must have the earned doctorate in the appropriate discipline except in the rare 
circumstances where substantial evidence of equivalent professional ability and experience is clearly 
demonstrable.  Faculty members in the professional schools of Art, Theatre Arts, and Music, Creative 
Writing faculty in the Department of English, and library faculty must have completed the appropriate 
terminal degree and/or whatever special preparation is normally specified as necessary by the 
profession.   
  



HIRING OF DIVERSITY TASK FORCE edit 
 
The task force seeks to recognize mentoring as an aspect of faculty service.  
 
RATIONALE: The task force recognizes that there is often a greater demand for minority professors to 
mentor minority students and new faculty.  
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
Chapter IV, Section C.1.c, p. 12 
 
Service to the University 
 
While the University realizes that the extent of an individual's involvement in institutional service can 
only be judged within the limits of the facilities, resources, and time available to IWU faculty members, 
it nevertheless expects that every faculty member demonstrate willingness and ability to share in those 
collegial responsibilities necessary to the effective functioning of the institution. Examples of such 
responsibilities might include membership on University committees and councils, leadership positions 
and committee assignments within departments, schools, and other academic units. Illinois Wesleyan 
also recognizes less obvious service such as faculty support of student extra-curricular activities, student 
recruitment and retention, and above all, academic advising, which next to effective teaching, most 
directly affects the academic well-being of its students. In addition, a faculty member may fulfill service 
responsibilities through professional organizations which are directly related to the faculty member's 
field. In whatever form, service to the University is assessed by evidence of effective fulfillment of 
responsibilities, not merely by numbers of committee assignments or membership. 
 
PROPOSED CHANGE: Add underlined language. 
 
Service to the University 
  
While the University realizes that the extent of an individual's involvement in institutional service can 
only be judged within the limits of the facilities, resources, and time available to IWU faculty members, 
it nevertheless expects that every faculty member demonstrate willingness and ability to share in those 
collegial responsibilities necessary to the effective functioning of the institution. Examples of such 
responsibilities might include membership on University committees and councils, leadership positions 
and committee assignments within departments, schools, and other academic units. Illinois Wesleyan 
also recognizes less obvious service such as faculty mentoring (especially mentoring of minority 
students and professors), support of student extra-curricular activities, student recruitment and retention, 
and above all, academic advising, which next to effective teaching, most directly affects the academic 
well-being of its students. In addition, a faculty member may fulfill service responsibilities through 
professional organizations, which are directly related to the faculty member's field. In whatever form, 
service to the University is assessed by evidence of effective fulfillment of responsibilities, not merely 
by numbers of committee assignments or membership. 



Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence  
Faculty Handbook edits 

 
 
Chapter IV, Section J, p. 59 
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
The recipient of the Foundation Award 
for Teaching Excellence is selected by 
IWU’s Promotion and Tenure 
Committee based on nominations 
received from members of the faculty. 
The award recognizes teaching, 
scholarship, and service. It is the 
University's top teaching honor.  
 

 
 
 
PROPOSED CHANGES 
 
The recipient of the Kemp Foundation 
Award for Teaching Excellence is 
selected by IWU’s Promotion and 
Tenure Committee based on nominations 
received from members of the faculty. 
The award recognizes teaching, 
scholarship, and service as noted below. 
It is the University's top teaching honor.  
 

 
Rationale: The addition directs nominators to the specific criteria for the selection of the 
Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence winner. 
 



Chapter IV, Section J, p. 60 
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
Letters of Nomination 
One of two kinds of letters may be 
submitted to the Promotion and Tenure 
Committee along with the name of the 
nominee. 
 

 
 
PROPOSED CHANGES 
 
Letters of Nomination 
One of two kinds of letters may be 
submitted to the Promotion and Tenure 
Committee along with the name of the 
nominee.

Rationale: Past members of PAT shared their experiences in reading both types of 
letters, and agreed that while both are helpful, a distinction needs to be made between a 
robust nomination that is comprehensive versus a nomination letter that addresses a few 
dimensions of teaching excellence. Striking the sentence provided the opportunity to 
make that distinction clear in the revision below. 
 
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
• Particularly valuable to the Committee will 
be letters that document in comprehensive 
fashion, the nominee’s strengths as a teacher 
and her or his continuing efforts to deliver 
education of the highest caliber to students 
at all levels. Such letters may be composed 
by current or former chairs and school 
directors or by anyone acquainted with the 
nominee’s pedagogy, accomplishments in 
the classroom, and effects on student 
learning. 
 
• Letters documenting the nominee’s 
achievements in one or more dimensions of 
teaching excellence, as such achievements 
are known to the nominator, are also 
valuable to Committee as supporting 
testimony.  

 
PROPOSED CHANGE 
 
• Successful cases typically include a letter 
that documents in comprehensive fashion, 
the nominee’s strengths as a teacher and her 
or his continuing efforts to deliver education 
of the highest caliber to students at all 
levels. Such letters may be composed by 
current or former chairs and school directors 
or by anyone acquainted with the nominee’s 
pedagogy, accomplishments in the 
classroom, and effects on student learning. 
 
• Letters documenting the nominee’s 
achievements in one or more dimensions of 
teaching excellence, as such achievements 
are known to the nominator, are also 
valuable to Committee as supporting 
testimony.  

 
Rationale: Clarifies the type of letter that usually accompanies the strongest cases for the 
Kemp award.  
 
CURRENT LANGUAGE 
 
Information of high value to the Committee 
may include some combination of the 
following: 

 
PROPOSED CHANGE 
 
Factors considered by the Committee 
include some combination of the following: 

 
Rationale: Clarifies that the bullet points below this section are considered criteria for 
the award. 
 


